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THE INTEGRATRON

We are presenting pictures in this issue of the "Proceedings" of the finished structure of the world's first full scale "Integratron".

The completion of this four story high machine culminates seven years of advanced research into the science of regeneration of physical beings.

Now we are ready to proceed with the installation of the mechanism and apparatus in this structure. The fields generated by this apparatus will encompass the entire building and that is why the structure seen in these pictures contains no nails, bolts, screws, or metal of any nature. This is the largest completely non-metallic structure in the world; and is six times stronger for its weight than standard building codes require.

The principles applied in the operation of this giant regenerator are already being explored by other well known commercial companies.

We reprint here two articles from the "Los Angeles Examiner" and "Business Week", on separate results being obtained by these companies and researchers.

"MAGNETIC FIELD CANCER AID SEEN
Mice Lose Malignancy and Increase Life Span in Treatment, Space Scientist Says

Mice live up to 45% longer after they've been subjected to certain types of magnetic fields, and cancerous mice lose their malignant growths after similar treatment, a Los Angeles space scientist said here yesterday.

Dr. Harold S. Alexander of North American Aviation Corp.'s missile division told scientists at an annual meeting of the Institute of Environmental Sciences at the Biltmore that much more research must be conducted before the effect of these magnetic fields on humans will be known.
But, he said, several leading cancer researchers are already pursuing the experiments pioneered by Dr. Jenő Barnothy, Hungarian physicist now of Chicago, who also participated in yesterday's program.

"Aside from the effect on malignancies, we don't yet know why the mice live so much longer after four to six weeks in a magnetic field," Dr. Alexander said. "But we think the experiments have some effect on the rate of cellular reproduction."

Astronaut Diet

He displayed photographs of two mice from the same litter which had reached an age equivalent to 90 years in humans. The one which had lived for a while in a magnetic field appeared only about one-third as old as the other."

"NEGATIVE IONS FOR EVERYBODY?

The amazing array of accomplishments above has been claimed by researchers for one of medicine's newest weapons—negative ions. In scientific textbooks, these are described as negatively charged atoms or groups of atoms naturally found in the atmosphere.

Last week, scientists at General Electric Co.'s Lamp Research Center in Nela Park, Ohio, were talking about the development of a new system to produce negative ions synthetically and economically. Their announcement was the latest outcropping of a continuing interest in the effects of ions on man. On the basis of evidence already accumulated, scientists seem at least half convinced that an atmosphere rich in negative ions can work wonders on all sorts of ailments.

-Effective on Cancer—Such claims have been made—and discarded—before. But in recent tests researchers have come up with hard-to-refute evidence that cancer patients may benefit from a heavy artificially produced concentration of negative ions. In experiments with rats and mice, the development rate of lung cancer has been cut drastically by placing the animals in cages containing a lot of negative ions.
In one series of tests, run by Dr. Walter H. Eddy, formerly of Columbia University, 60 mice of a breed especially susceptible to lung cancer were separated into two equal groups. One group was kept in ordinary atmosphere; the other in a room with a high negative ion content. At the end of two months, 22 of the 30 mice living in ordinary air had developed lung malignancies and died. Of the other group only two died; the rest showed no signs of lung cancer.

Nobody is sure just how ions stymie the growth of cancerous tissue. But Dr. Eddy's results are spectacular enough to catch the eye of a number of important medical authorities. The American College of Chest Physicians, to name only one group, has set up a committee to probe the value of negative ions in treatment of lung cancer.

Several companies are also watching the developments closely, in order to be off and running fast if the long-awaited market opens for machines that produce negative ions artificially. Several appliance makers already have incorporated electrostatic ion generators into some air-conditioning sets. Others have lab models under test. The leaders include Philco, General Electric, Westinghouse, Emerson Electric, and Carrier Corp.

-By a Waterfall - Some scientists have long suspected that the therapeutic value of negative ions would someday be recognized by the medical profession. Air normally contains a small number of negatively charged oxygen particles. This is especially the case during a thunderstorm and in areas close to a waterfall. Breathing a high concentration of these negative ions may be mildly exhilarating for normal persons. But it sometimes has an almost miraculous effect on asthma sufferers: Within minutes, bronchial tubes clear, and most symptoms of distress disappear.

It has also been well documented that negative ions are effective on burn cases. In some instances, major burns healed in half the normal time when patients were placed in rooms into which large quantities of negative ions had been pumped. A high negative ion count also seems to ease pain in cases of surgery and arthritis. And a series of recent tests on mental patients seem to indicate that the tiny particles act as tranquilizers, too.
-Varying Results - In the past, the trouble has been in achieving these results under scientifically convincing standards. The outcome of some experiments was so good as to be almost unbelievable; others, seemingly under identical conditions, produced few - if any- beneficial effects.

So medical circles gradually began to doubt that researchers would ever obtain results conclusive enough to establish negative ions as a reliable treatment tool. Some researchers gave up experiments in disgust.

The change, according to Dr. Rudolph Nagy of Westinghouse's Lamp Div., is simply that today, for the first time, there are machines that turn out a reliable supply of negative ions. Previous units tended to be erratic: Some produced too few negative ions; some even generated positive ions instead which can be detrimental to health.

-Who Makes Them - At the moment, among the companies manufacturing devices that produce negative ions are: Philco, Emerson Electric, and Michael Electric Co. of New Haven, Conn. Philco started selling its Ionotron as an added attraction on some air-conditioning units, to aid victims of hay fever and other allergies. Now it's thinking about raising the ion count slightly and billing the unit as a tranquilizer, too.

Emerson, a later arrival in the field, has introduced an ionization unit employing radioactive tritium as a power supply. The ionizer it markets is manufactured by the Wessix Electric Heater Co. of San Francisco.

Michael Electric, after some early trouble with the Federal Trade Commission on advertising claims for its Puritron, is now selling it as an air purifier.

Westinghouse, GE, and Carrier all have experimental machines to produce negative ions well along in development. But they have not yet decided on full-scale production.

-How They Work - Ions can be generated in many different ways, but the negative ion-making machines now known to be under development are all basically similar in principle. All of them use energy to knock electrons loose from some metal substance; these electrons then combine with molecules in the air to become negative ions.
One early experimental model at Westinghouse was an ultraviolet lamp type. Carrier's experimental unit, like the one Philco has on sale, is designed to accompany a standard air conditioner.

GE's latest system operates by exposing aluminum foil to the ultraviolet radiation emitted by germicidal lamps. The energy from this radiation removes electrons from the foil.

-Studies Abroad - Interest in negative ions as a potential medical aid isn't confined to U.S. researchers. There's considerable study of the subject under way abroad, especially in Germany and the Soviet Union.

In a trip to Russia, Dr. I. Kornblueh of Philadelphia's Northeastern Hospital discovered extensive use of ion therapy there. New medical students are being trained in the use of negative ions, and more than 100 hospitals and health centers are said to be taking regular advantage of negative ion therapy. Among the maladies treated this way: peptic ulcers, arthritis, bronchial asthma, hypertension, and various types of neuroses. At several clinics in Europe, hay fever sufferers are receiving negative ion therapy.

-Prognosis - A good deal of research remains to be done before scientists can explain precisely why negative ions have curative powers.

At Columbia, University of Pennsylvania, Stanford University, and half a dozen other centers of medical research, the search for more information is on. The evidence already in suggests that the trail leads to something big, and despite the long way still to go, there's little doubt in anyone's mind that negative ions will someday be a powerful weapon against disease."

As you can see they are working on two separate and different applications of magnetic and ion energies.

The effect of our Integratron will produce three separate energies simultaneously and the control of these will be automatic according to the capacity of the individual passing through the fields. This integrates the energies into the atomic structure
of the flesh directly, not into the cells by breathing ionized air, or by magnetic orientation of galaxies of atoms, as occurs with the magnetic application. Our apparatus will re-orbit eccentrically orbiting electrons into concentric orbits, will re-orient the orbits relative to all surrounding orbits, and recharge the electrons to maximum spin activity.

The making of the apparatus will proceed inside of this "big dome" as rapidly as financial contributions will permit us to go. If we had one-thousandth of one percent of the value of precious stones being worn for glitter by the people of this country we could move at top speed with the completion of this machine to benefit all of humanity.

This is an energy accumulator and projector and is not to be considered as an apparatus that will heal any of the world's known diseases. If any healing results it will be indirectly as a result of revitalization of the physical body. We cannot know these effects until the results of applications have been analyzed.

With your continued support we will achieve our goal, which is for your benefit.

The negative ion content of the Earth's atmosphere is rapidly decaying due to the charging of the atmosphere with positive polarity fallout from the atomic and nuclear bomb tests. This indirectly is the cause of a large increase in cancer.

The principle of the "green fireballs" fired into heavy concentrations of radioactivity in our atmosphere by our space friends is a super production of negative ions from a remote controlled copper emission under extremely high temperature. Negative ions can be produced in a room by heating metal almost to its melting point.

The effect of the Earth's ionosphere in screening out "hard" light positive polarity emanations from the Sun is being neutralized in its negative polarity by the accumulation of large amounts of radioactive carbon 14 in the ionosphere as a result of the positive polarity fireballs which result from nuclear bomb tests.
Basically all matter is condensed energy in form and is effected by polarity conditions of electrical, magnetic and radiation effects in any given environment. Unbalance of the environment polarity-wise by any man-made effects will result in changes of a beneficent, or destructive action relative to the direction of unbalance.

Physical bodies that do not emit light are predominantly negative polarity bodies maintaining continuity of form by absorption of energy that does not exceed the capacity of the charge of the mass as a body.

Electrical bodies are centers of activity in form that must assimilate matter from any particular environment in order to manifest in that environment.

Humans are eternal electrical (spirit) creatures manifesting on an electron of this solar system atom by assimilating elements from this body (Mother Earth) while they are in this environment.

Once the assimilation of matter (condensed energy) reaches balance with the electrical, or spirit body, death results for the material body which was acquired here and must be left here, while the electrical body goes into another environment, or returns here according to the charge (spiritual development) of its mass. It cannot enter or exist in an environment outside of its frequency.

This is why many babies die at birth, or soon after in life here, because they "got into the wrong door" by accident or wrong choice.

You cannot kill electrical bodies and you can only exist in the physical body as long as you maintain a negative polarity predominance of charge of your body mass while living on an electron of negative polarity predominance called the Earth.
This is a view taken from the center of the second floor, looking up. The dome is a continuous 21 foot radius from this point on down to the second floor level in all directions. The ring seen in this picture is made of two micarta tubes filled with one and a half tons of concrete poured between them.

The outside of this hemispherical dome will be covered with aluminum foil forming a large reflector. (Note the reference to emission of negative ions from aluminum foil in the reprinted article "Negative Ions for Everybody."
CORED AND GEARED FIELDS

Electronic scientists have long presumed that conductivity was the prime requisite in electronics design. Therefore any medium conducting a current was usually made of copper, which is the cheapest, best, and most plentiful metal obtainable.

In making conductivity the prime essential however, they have suppressed other electronic conditions, the recognition of which it will not be easy to get the fixed principle minds of most of the electronic authorities to accept.

Copper has its place as a conductor, but it lacks one essential feature when used in the magnetic designs of the future. It is not a magnetic material.

The principle of a current traveling through a wire and setting up a field around the wire in one direction with the current flowing in a given direction is known as Faraday's Law. To reverse the direction of the rotation of the field around the wire all one has to do is cause the reversal of the flow of the current.

If a current sets up a magnetic field perpendicular to its direction of travel in a conductor, then we can increase the field intensity with a core as we do in ordinary tubular coils. We can also use iron wire because of its magnetic properties, instead of copper wire.

Of course iron wire has more resistance than copper wire, but this is what we want. More resistance and less conductivity. Resistance is the answer to the differential control between the polarities of the two lines of force.

In dealing with antigravity principles we are not confronted with the single characteristics of one elemental structure and simple fields, but rather a composite of all the elements and many varied fields. This leads to complexities which would have driven Einstein crazy for eons of time.

One simple little thing is the answer to all this complexity --correct balance of the forces involved.
Through "geared" fields which will bring about multiplication of energy transfer we can establish a resonance between the electrical and magnetic lines of force. This resonance must be controlled through resistance.

A field can be cored by a magnetic-electrical conductor and continuity of electrical flow will gradually cease due to resistance, but at that point the field multiplication will generate electrical flow in its continuous core, which is the iron wire.

It is now possible for us to add another block to the structure of knowledge we have been bringing to you gradually over the years.

In the April-May, 1959 issue of "Proceedings" on page 9, we told you how to wind a "Caduceus" coil. Now we want those of you who are doing these things to make the windings out of insulated iron wire.

In normal coil windings, wire end to wire end, the field around the wire is always rotating in opposition to the next field in each successive winding.

Thus:

In the winding described in the above "Proceedings" the wires would set up fields thusly:

This gears each individual wire field in opposite directions of rotation. Thus if the wire is iron each individual field winding has a continuous core.

This in turn will set up a spiral motion in the electrons traveling on the wire. This is the same as the spiral cell structure in a hair, which has no feeling because it is electrically and magnetically in balance. As you know, hair will overcome gravity and stand up if it is charged with static electricity.
Now we are not going to tell you everything because the learning is through the experience you have in resolving the problems in life.

So we will leave you at this point with this question.

What would happen to gravity if this field were spiral and its axis were parallel to the direction of gravity?

LECTURE TOUR

Your Director and wife completed a hurried lecture, radio, and T.V. tour around the country from March 13th to April 21st.

Unfortunately it was not possible to inform our readers of this tour in the January issue because the time of the tour had not been set then.

We did enjoy seeing many of our "Proceedings" readers in the various cities from the West coast to Miami, Florida, to New York and back.

We had fine radio and T.V. coverage to the public and the tour was a success from all points.

We wish to take this time to thank our many friends, spacecraft clubs, radio, and T.V. personalities for their extremely fine efforts.
SPACECRAFT CONVENTION

The Seventh Annual Spacecraft Convention will be held at Giant Rock Airport on May 28 and 29. This is the Saturday and Sunday preceding Memorial Day, which is on Monday, the 30th.

This will provide a three day weekend for people who come from longer distances.

A varied entertainment program will be presented along with speakers on the spacecraft subject. The speakers will be limited to those who receive written invitations, due to the lack of time.

The program will begin at 10:00 A.M. both days and last until 5:00 P.M. People attending should bring adequate blankets and clothes to keep warm if they intend to camp out.

Facilities for food and drinks will be provided.

Due to the fact that Deputy Sheriff Franz Ackerman took a remarkable picture at last year's Convention, people should bring cameras and film, as no films will be on sale on the property.

It is possible that a motion picture featuring two color shots of saucers will be shown.

Tell all your friends and load your cars for a good time and re-union with your old friends of previous Conventions.

Russian Claim

The Russian astronomers claim the discovery of a tenth planet beyond Pluto in 1960.

American astronomers said they knew of it in 1957. The American public was not informed of the Palomar discovery in 1957 because of Security. This allowed the Russians to take public credit for the discovery.

We are now taking the credit from both of them because we printed in the "Proceedings" of December, 1953, that there was a planet beyond Pluto called "Tarr" by the space people. This was a statement of fact, not a theory.
"PROCEEDINGS"

This issue of the "Proceedings" is being mailed to you by first class mail in a sealed envelope. We are doing this for your benefit and will appreciate your cooperation.

Many people reported to us on our trip that they did not receive the January issue, which was mailed first class but was not enclosed in an envelope.

The January issue showed many pictures of various stages of the construction of the "Integratron" shown on the front page of this issue.

If you did not receive the January issue we request that you file a complaint with your local Post Office, that First Class mail addressed to you did not arrive.

If you cooperate with us to this extent possibly we can pin down where numerous copies of the "Proceedings" are being diverted from the receiver.

Thank you,

J.W. Van Tassel
Director

BOOKS

The following two books are available by mail from the Ministry address on page two.

"The Council of Seven Lights" ....... $3.50
"Into This World and Out Again" ....... 1.50

Please do not mail requests for any other books by other authors, as the above two books are the only ones stocked by the Ministry.
INTERPLANETARY
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AT GIANT ROCK AIRPORT

17 mi. North of Yucca Valley, California.
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